Candidature for the Master of Arts (MA) in English language and literature (90 ECTS)

Academic year 2018-2019

General procedure
To enrol online please click on the following link:
http://www.unige.ch/admissions/sinscrire/immatenglish/

The equivalency and enrolment dossier must be sent to the following address:

Université de Genève
Service des admissions
Rue du Général-Dufour 24
CH-1211 Genève 4
③ +41 22 379 77 39
https://admissions.unige.ch/

Enrolment deadlines for the 2018 Autumn/Fall semester
• Candidates who need a visa to stay longer than 90 days in Switzerland, following the provisions of the Swiss Confederation must enrol between 2 January and 28 February 2018
• Candidates who do not need a visa to stay longer than 90 days in Switzerland, following the provisions of the Swiss Confederation must enrol between 2 January and 30 April 2018

Enrolment deadlines for the 2019 Spring semester
• Candidates who need a visa to stay longer than 90 days in Switzerland, following the provisions of the Swiss Confederation must enrol before 30 September 2018, others before 30 November 2018

Candidates who will only complete their diploma after these dates need nevertheless to send in their dossier, which will be retained subject to the successful outcome of their finals.

Specific procedure
Graduates from the Faculty of Humanities of Geneva University will receive a letter with the transcript of their BA and will enrol directly in the MA of their chosen discipline at the Faculty’s student secretariat (secretaire des etudiants).

قياس Admitted candidates, including those coming from abroad, must be present at the start of courses.

Contents of the dossier
The following elements are required:
1) Form requesting admission, duly completed
2) Curriculum vitae
3) Copies of diplomas (BA or a degree deemed equivalent), with translation in English or French for diplomas which are not in either of these languages
4) Copy of exam transcripts with translation in English or French for diplomas not in either language.
5) Diploma supplement if applicable
6) Letter of motivation in English
7) Indication (in English or French) concerning the types of exam evaluation (written or oral exams, graded papers, …)
8) Description (in English or French) of the contents of the courses followed within the framework of the Bachelor or degree deemed equivalent
9) A copy of a written pieces of work in English (thesis, dissertation or essay) produced during the university cursus

Further information:
About the English department:
http://www.unige.ch/lettres/angle/index_en.html

About the Study plan:
http://www.unige.ch/lettres/etudes/formations/plans/anglais.html

Additional information
Olivier FRUTIGER (Academic advisor)
③ +41 22 379 73 13 ⑧ Olivier.Frutiger@unige.ch